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ANATOMY of a PROPAGANDA Op? — Enabled by dubious

medical and journalist ethics?

1/ On July 18, 2021 the Vancouver Sun published a report

by “Business Reporter” Derrick Penner @derrickpenner

titled “ COVID-19: B.C.'s vaccination rate still leaves opening

for variants":

2/ The article concludes with a laughable effort at emotive manipulation by the

'expert': “it will be hard to explain, for instance, why (if everyone isn’t vaxxed) the

Canucks can’t have fans this fall.”

COVID-19: B.C.'s vaccination rate still leaves opening for variants
https://vancouversun.com/news/local-news/b-c-s-vaccination-rate-still-leaves-opening…

3/ The “expert" quoted in the piece is Dr. Brian Conway @Dr_Conway_VIDC, the

medical director of the Vancouver Infectious Diseases Centre @vidc_ca as well an

assistant professor in the Department of Pharmacology and Therapeutics at @UBC.

4/ Dr. Conway serves as the HIV/AIDS consultant to a clinic treating IV drug users.

His work involves measurement of HIV drug resistance/infection & antiretroviral

regimens (drugs). He appears an HIV/AIDS investigator not an expert on

coronaviruses.

Dr. Brian Conway | Clinical Care and Management (CCM) | CIHR Canadian…
Vancouver Infectious Diseases Centre...
https://www.hivnet.ubc.ca/investigators/dr-brian-conway/

5/ Mentioned NOWHERE in the article is that the @vidc_ca may have a conflict of

interest. On July 12, 2021, Patty Hajdu, Minister of Health, announced 5 new

projects receiving funding through the Immunization Partnership Fund - @vidc_ca

share of the largess was "up to" $460,000:

6/ See full details Minster Hadju’s announcement on this IPF federal government

spending program intended to get “as many Canadians as possible get vaccinated“,

here:

canada.ca/en/public-heal…

7/ Some may find this part of the media release from Health Minister Hadju’s

federal government department particularly enlightening:

8/ Be that as is may, the CMA Code of Ethics articulates the ethical and professional

commitments and responsibilities of the medical profession. At section 24 it states

that a physician: "must always disclose conflicts of interest that arise”: 

policybase.cma.ca/documents/poli…

9/ The Society of Professional Journalists code of ethics states that "public

enlightenment is the forerunner of justice & the foundation of democracy" & that

"ethical journalism strives to ensure the free exchange of information that is

accurate, fair & THOROUGH."

10/ Journalists have a fundamental ethical responsibility to flesh out whether their

chosen “expert” has any conflicts of interest. And 'experts" have an ethical

responsibility to disclose them. For either to do otherwise is leaves the odour of

unprincipled advocacy.

11/ Journalists must seek balance, lest it appear they are "unable to resist internal

and external to influence their coverage." As it stands, most coverage appears to

millions as outright #propaganda, akin to what Edward Bernays, the father of

propaganda, defined 100 years ago.

12/ Journalists must start injecting more balance into their coverage of Covid. For

e.g. report on a new study in The Lancet showing that Covid is not an unusual virus

that the body does not recognize, and that the body responds to the virus quickly.

sciencedirect.com/science/articl…

SARS-CoV-2 elicits robust adaptive immune responses regardless of dis…
The SARS-CoV-2 pandemic currently prevails worldwide. To understand the
immunological signature of SARS-CoV-2 infections and aid the search and evalua…
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2352396421002036

13/ This recent study in The Lancet concludes with the caption below. What this

suggests, what it implies on the “necessity” or even the need for a vaccine, is

something I doubt I could discuss on openly on Twitter without risking termination

of my account by the censors.

14/ Or, journalists might interview Dr. W Robert Malone, the ‘expert’ who invented

gene therapy. Note that he is not a ‘vaccine denier’, rather, he is calling for an

appropriate 'risk-benefit analysis', and caution as we await the outcome of longterm

studies on safety/efficacy:

15/ Dr. Malone, an actual expert on MRNa gene therapy (‘vaccines’) adds that:

16/ Dr. Malone concluded his tweet thread with a comment on the three “Noble

Lies” (an allusion to a passage in Plato’s Republic:

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Noble_lie):

Noble lie - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Noble_lie

17/ Interview with Dr. Malone (June 24, 2021) on the 'risk-benefit analysis’ that’s

not being done, and Big Tech’s suppression of even his highly informed and

measured views:

/Fin

Physician expert on mRNA vaccines warns of lack of 'risk-benefit analys…
Dr. Robert Malone joins 'Tucker Carlson Tonight' after YouTube deletes podcast
discussion.
https://video.foxnews.com/v/6260748415001#sp=show-clips

Link to the Society of Professional Journalists - @spj_tweets - code of ethics:

spj.org/ethicscode.asp

SPJ Code of Ethics - Society of Professional Journalists
Members of the Society of Professional Journalists believe that public enlightenment
is the forerunner of justice and the foundation of democracy. The duty of the…
journalist is to further those ends b…https://www.spj.org/ethicscode.asp

The reason I put "up to" $460,000 in quotes is because this statement from Health

Minister @PattyHajdu Dept. suggests the grant to @vidc_ca has certain

contingencies attached to it if they want all the money promised to them by the

@liberal_party. What are these contingencies? 
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Thread: Resistance is not futile Are

we are entering a period where

totalitarianism is the real objective

for the UN’s Agenda 2030, the

World Economic Forum’s (WEF)

Great Reset, and the

ESG/Sustainable Investing

program? Can we explain perhaps

in more detail what that means?

While some are focused on COVID

and arguing that there is no virus or

that it is easily treated without

vaccination, the simple facts of the

matter are that Covid mortality is

highly selective.

Covids Infection Fatality Rate (IFR)

of 0.1% - 0.2% is, according to

researchers at Stanford University,

in-line with the seasonal flu

(0.16%):
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Thread: 1/ I feel the noose

tightening. I have written several

pieces on my apprehension and

foreboding on all of the Covid

responses by governments around

world. The succinct summary of my

views is all policy had had one near

term goal, “vaccinate" every living

human being;

2/ leading to an intermediate goal,

to have every human being

registered in a database that will be

the basis of a CCP style 'social

credit' score.

3/ I leave it to your imagination the

long term goal, but a February 2020

report from Policy Horizons

Canada, a federal government

agency, titled Exploring Biodigital

Convergence may give us a bit of

clue:

horizons.gc.ca/en/2020/02/11/…
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